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Skew centers of rank-one generalized quantum groups
Punita Batra and Hiroyuki Yamane
Dedicated to Professor Jun Morita on the occasion of his 60th birthday
Abstract. In this paper, we study skew centers of rank-one general-
ized quantum groups.
1. Introduction
Let K be a eld. Let K := Knf0g. Let A be a nite-rank free Z-module.
Let  : A A! K be a bi-homomorphism, that is,
(; + 0) = (; )(; 0) and (+ 0; ) = (; )(0; ) (1)
for all , 0, , 0 2 A. Let q := (; ) for  2 A. Let $ : A! K be a
Z-module homomorphism.
Let a;b means the Kronecker's delta, i.e., a;a := 1, and a;b := 0 if a 6= b.
For a, b 2 R, let Ja;b := fn 2 Z j a  n  b g, and Ja;1 := fn 2 Z j a  n g.
Let Z0 := J0;1. Note N = J1;1.
For n 2 Z0 and x 2 K, let (n)x :=
Pn
r=1 x
r 1, and (n)x! :=
Qn
r=1(r)x.
For x 2 K, dene o^(x) 2 Z0 n f1g by
o^(x) :=
(
minf r0 2 J2;1 j (r0)x! = 0 g if (r00)x! = 0 for some r00 2 J2;1;
0 otherwise.
(2)
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For x 2 K, dene o(x) 2 J2;1 [ f1g by
o(x) :=
(
o^(x) if o^(x)  2;
1 otherwise.
For an associative K-algebra a and X, Y 2 a, let [X;Y ] := XY   Y X.
Throughout this paper, x  2 A n f0g, and let q := q,
o^ := o^(q), o := o(q), and $ := $().
(3)
Let U = U(;) be the associative K-algebra (with 1) dened by gener-
ators K, L (,  2 A), E and F and relations:
K0 = L0 = 1; KK = K+; LL = L+; LK = KL;
KE = (; )EK; KF = (; )FK;
LE = ( ; )EL; LF = (; )FL;
[E;F ] =  K + L;
E o^ = F o^ = 0 if o^  2:
(4)
We call U the rank-one generalized quantum group, see Remark 3.2 below
for a higher rank one. We can easily see:
Lemma 1.1. As a K-linear space, the elements FnKLEm (,  2 A,
m, n 2 J0;o 1) form a K-basis of U .
Let U0 = U0(;) be the K-subalgebra of U generated by K, L (,
 2 A). Dene the K-subalgebra U0 of U by U0 := o 1k=0F kU0Ek. Let
Z $ = Z $(;) := fC 2 U0 j $ 1CE   EC = $CF   FC = 0 g: (5)
We call an element of Z $ an $-skew central element of U . We give an
explicit K-basis of Z $ in Theorem 2.4.
We have the K-algebra isomorphism T = T;  : U(; ) ! U(;)
dened by
T (KL) := KL (;  2 A); T (E) := FL ; T (F ) := K E: (6)
We call T a Lusztig isomorphism. We also study an inuence of T for Z $,
which will be needed for future studies for higher-rank cases.
This paper is inspired by [4, Proof of Lemma 3.1.3].
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Remark 1.2. In this remark, we assume that the rank of A is one and A is
generated by , so A = Z. Let Uy;0 be the subalgebra of U0 generated by
KL  and K L, so Uy;0 = 1r= 1KKrL r. Let Uy be the K-linear
subspace of U by o 1k=0SpanK(F kK kUyEk). We can easily see
Z $ = 1r= 1(Z $ \KrUy):
Let Z be the two-sided ideal generated by LK 1. Let U be the quotient
algebra U=Z. Let  : U ! U be the canonical map. Assume that q 6= 1, and
that there exists q 2 K with q2 = q. Let K := (K), E := ( 1)q q 1(E)
and F := (F ). If o^ = 0, U is isomorphic to Uqsl2. If o^  2, the quotient
algebra U hri := U=( Kro^   1) U for some r 2 N is usually called a small
quantum group of type A1; U h2i was introduced by [2]; in this paper, we treat
not U hri but U . Let Z $ := f C 2 (U0) j $ 1 C E  E C = $ C F   F C = 0 g.
Then the K-linear map f : (Z $ \ Uy)  (Z $ \ KUy) ! Z $ dened by
f(X) := (X) is bijective. So, from main results for U in this paper, we
can easily corresponding ones for U via f .
2. Skew graded centers for the rank one generalized quantum
group





































(if m 2 J1;n 1).






= (n)x!(m)x!(n m)x! . For x, y, z 2 K, and
n 2 N, we have Qn 1t=0 (y + xtz) =Pnm=0 xm(m 1)2  nmxyn mzm.
For n 2 Z0, and x, y 2 K, let (n;x; y) := 1   xn 1y and (n;x; y)! :=Qn
m=1(m;x; y).
Let $;; := $()  (;)(;) for , ,  2 A.
For r 2 N, we have
[E;F r] = (r)qF
r 1( q (r 1)K + L);
[Er; F ] = (r)q( q (r 1)K + L)Er 1:
(7)
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where Zn 2 U0. Then
$ 1CE   EC











Fm( $ 1Zm  (Zm) (m+ 1)q( q mK + L)Zm+1)Em+1

















Fm+1( $ (Zm)  Zm + $(m+ 1)qZm+1( q mK + L)Em

+F k+1( $ (Zk)  Zk)Ek:
(10)
By (9) and (10), we have
Lemma 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) $ 1CE   EC = 0.
(2) $CF   FC = 0.
(3) $ 1Zm   (Zm)   (m + 1)q( q mK + L)Zm+1 = 0 for all m 2
J0;k 1, and, if k < o^  1, $ 1Zk   (Zk) = 0.








see also Remark 1.2.












am;pK+(p m)L p)Em 2 Z $ \KLUy;
where am;p 2 K. Assume that C 2 Z $ n f0g and that
am;p = 0 for all (m; p) 2 J0;o 1  Z with $;;qm 2p = 1: (11)
(Note that $;;q




($;;   qt) 6= 0; and fp 2 Zjao^ 1;p 6= 0g 6= ;:
Proof. For m 2 J0;o^ 1, let Xm := f p 2 Z j am;p 6= 0g, and
pm :=
(
minXm if Xm 6= ;;
1 otherwise.
Let n := Maxfm 2 J0;o 1jXm 6= ;g. It follows from Lemma 2.1 and (5)
that
 q (m 1)(m)qam;p + (m)qam;p+1 = $ 1(1 $;;qm 1 2p)am 1;p
for all m 2 J1;o 1 and all p 2 Z.
(12)
By (12), letting m 2 Z0 be such that Xm 6= ;, we have Xr 6= ; for all
r 2 Jm;o 1. Hence o^  2 and n = o^ 1, so (11) implies $;;q 1 2po^ 1 6= 1.
Moreover by (12), we see that for r 2 J1;o^ 1, with Xr 6= ;,
pr 1 = pr   1 and $;;qr 1 2pr 1 6= 1.
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This completes the proof.
Let (; ) 2 A2. Let k 2 J1;o 1. Let















for m 2 J0;k, and let
C $(; ; k) = C
;
$ (; ; k) :=
kX
m=0

















We can directly see that for m 2 J0;k 1,
$ 1Z $(; ; k;m)  (Z $(; ; k;m))

















































(m+ 1; q 1; $;;q
 n+1)!q m
 q mn m+n+1n q(m+ 1; q 1; $;;q n)!K+nL (m+n)







































































































(k + 1; q 1; $;;)!KL k:
Hence by Lemma 2.1,
C;$ (; ; k) 2 Z $ if and only if (k + 1)q  ($;;   qk) = 0: (15)
Note
C;1 (0; ; 1) = qK + L + (1  q)FE 2 Z1:
For t 2 Z, let H $;t := f (; ) 2 A2 j$;; = qt g. Let H $ := [t2ZH $;t.
Let
Z0$ = Z0$(;) := Z $ \ (o 1m=0 (;)2H $ KFmKLEm);
Z00$ = Z00$(;) := Z $ \ (o 1m=0 (;)2A2nH $ KFmKLEm):
Then, as a K-linear space, we have




U0 \ Z $(;) = U0 \ Z0$(;) = (;)2H $;0KKL:
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Lemma 2.3. Assume q = 1. Then Z0$(;)  U0.




m be as in (8). Assume C 2 Z0$(;)nf0g.
Note that $ 1Zm = (Zm) for all m 2 J0;k. By Lemma 2.1 (3), Zm = 0
for all m 2 J1;k. Hence C 2 U0, as desired.
Theorem 2.4. As K-linear spaces, we have
Z00$(;) =
(
f0g if o^ = 0,




1m=0 (;)2H $;0 KKLC;1 (0;m;m) if q 6= 1 and o^ = 0,
o^ 1m=0 (;)2H $;0 KKLC;1 (0;m;m) if q 6= 1 and o^  2,
(;)2H $;0KKL if q = 1:
(18)






KKLC;1 (0; ; 1)
m: (19)
Proof. This can be easily proved by using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 and (15) and
paying attention to the coecients of the highest terms of C(; ;m)'s.
Dene the K-linear map Sh = Sh; : U ! U0 by
Sh(FnKLE
m) := n;0m;0KL (;  2 A; m; n 2 Z0):
Dene the K-algebra homomorphism HC $ = HC
;
$ :
Z $ ! U0 by HC $ :=
ShjZ $ .





(1) Assume that q 6= 1 and o^ = 0. If $;; = 1, then the elements
KL; KL((KL ) m + q2m(KL )m) (m 2 N) (20)
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form a K-basis of X;. If $;; = q, then the elements
KL((KL )1 m + q2m 1(KL )m) (m 2 N) (21)
form a K-basis of X;. If $;; 6= qt for all t 2 Z, then X; = f0g.





















2 ((KL ) m + q2m(KL )m)




form a K-basis of X;. If o^ 2 2N and $;; = q, then the elements
KL(KL )
ro^
2 ((KL ) m + q2m+1(KL )m+1)








qtK+tL t (r 2 Z) (25)
form a K-basis of X;.
(3) Assume that q = 1. If $;; = 1, then the elements KL(KL )
r
(r 2 Z) form a K-basis of X;. If $;; 6= 1 and o^ = 0, then X; = f0g.
If $;; 6= 1 and o^ 6= 0, then the elements (KL )r 
Po^ 1
t=0 K+tL t
(r 2 Z) form a K-basis of X;.
Proof. We rst note that
mX
t=0
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for m 2 J2;1. For m := 2m0 for some m0 2 N,






For m := 2m0   1 for some m0 2 N,






If o^ = 2k0   1 for some k0 2 N, then for m := 2m0   1 with some m0 2 N,




Dene f 2 Ch(U0) by f(K0L0) := (;
0)
(0;) ((
0; 0) 2 A2). Note that
f((KL)
xLy(KL )
z) = qy 2z (x; y; z 2 Z):
Then, using f , we can easily have (20)-(24) by (14) and (18).
We can easily see (25) by (14) and (17).
The other statements can also be proved similarly.





a(0;0)K0L0 2 U0 (a(0;0) 2 K):
Then X 2 Im HC $ if and only if for all (; ) 2 A2 with $;; 6= 1, all the
equations in (i)-(iv) below are satised.
(i) In case that q 6= 1, o^ = 0 and $;; = qt for some t 2 Z n f0g,
a(+t; t) = qt  a(;):
(ii) In case that q 6= 1, o^  2 and $;; = qt for some t 2 J1;o^ 1,
1X
x= 1




(iii) In case that o^ = 0 and $;; 6= qt for all t 2 Z, a(;) = 0.
(iv) In case that o^  2 and $;; 6= qt for all t 2 J0;o^ 1,
1X
x= 1
a(+(o^x+m); (o^x+m)) = qm 
1X
y= 1
a(+o^y; o^y) (m 2 J1;o^ 1):
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3. Inuence of a Lusztig isomorphism
Recall T from (6). We can easily see
T (Z0$ 1(; )) = Z0$(;) and T (Z00$ 1(; )) = Z00$(;): (26)
Dene the K-linear isomorphism ; 
$ 1 : U0(; )! U0(;) by
; 
$ 1 (KL) := ($

;;)
o^ 1KL (;  2 A):
Lemma 3.1. We have
( HC
;
$  T; )(X) = (; $  HC; $ 1 )(X) (X 2 Z $ 1(; )): (27)
Proof. Note
T; (C; 1 (0; ; 1)) = K L C;1 (0; ; 1): (28)
For (; ) 2 H $;0 and m 2 Z0, we have
( HC
;





1 (0; ; 1))
m) (by (28))





























qm t  (q m+2t) (o^ 1) K tL (m t))





















Using (19) and (29), we see that (27) for X 2 Z0$ 1(; ) is true.
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Assume o^  2. Let (; ) 2 A2 n H. We need the following calculation.
T; ( ( $
 1) (o^ 1)















































































By (17) and (26), we have
T; (C; 
$ 1 (; ; o^  1))
= q  ($;;)o^ 1  C;$ (  (o^  1); + (o^  1); o^  1);
(31)
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since the top terms of LHS and RHS coincide by (30). By (31), we have
( HC
;
$  T; )(C; $ 1 (; ; o^  1))













= (;   HC; $ 1 )(C; $ 1 (; ; o^  1)) (by (14)):
Hence (27) forX 2 Z00(; ) is true. This completes the proof by (16).
Remark 3.2. (A generalized quantum group.) Let I be a nite set. Assume
that A is a nite-rank free Z-module with jIj = rankZA. Let fi j i 2 I g
be a (set) Z-basis of A. In the same way as in the Lusztig's denition [3,
3.1.1] of the quantum groups, to the pair (;), we can associate a unique
K-algebra U = U(;) characterized by the following properties.
(i) As a K-algebra, U has generators K, L ( 2 A), Ei, Fi (i 2 I) satis-
fying the equations K0 = 1, KL = LK, KK = K+, LL = L+,
KEi = (; i)EiK, KFi = (; i)FiK, LEi = ( i; )EiL,
LFi = (i; )FiL, EiFj FjEi = ij( Ki +Li). As a K-linear space,
the elements KL (,  2 A) are linearly independent.
(ii) Let U0 be the subalgebra of U generated by K, L ( 2 A). Let
U+ (resp. U ) be the subalgebra of U generated by Ei (resp. Fi) (i 2 I)
and 1. One has a K-linear isomorphism U  
K U0 
K U+ ! U with
Y 
Z
X 7! Y ZX. One also has K-linear subspaces U ( 2 A) such that
U = 2AU, UU  U+, U0  U0, and Ei 2 Ui , Fi 2 U i (i 2 I).
(iii) Let U (resp. U) be the subalgebra of U generated by U+ and
K's (resp. U
  and L's). One has a Drinfeld bilinear map # = #; :
U  U ! K such that #jU+U  : U+  U  ! K is non-degenerate, and
#(K; L) = (; ), #(Ei; Fj) = ij , #(Ei; L) = #(K; Fj) = 0.
We call U a generalized quantum group, see also [1, (4.8)].
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